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Physically meaningful “mild” scattering operator solutions for non-stationary 
radiative transfer equations, including diffuse reflection and transmission by finite 
optical thickness plane parallel or discrete angular redistribution curved geometries, 
are presented. Our method is based on the construction of scattering matrices from 
a &-propagation group. The difficulty of this problem is the unbounded generator 
occurring in the non-stationary case. In an energy dissipative case, the local 
existence of scattering operators is extended to global existence. 0 1988 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Based on the “Principle of Invariance” Chandrasekhar Cl] established 
integral equations which govern the radiative transfer of diffuse reflection 
and transmission by plane-parallel atmospheres of finite optical thickness. 
He considered the specific intensity independent of time t, i.e., the 
stationary case. For a general radiation field, we may write the specific 
intensity 
u = u(x, sz, t), 
where x is a special point and L2 the direction cosine, and t is time. Bellman 
et al. [2] and Wang [3,4] have extended Chandrasekhar’s result to the 
non-stationary case. The non-stationary scattering matrix is 
(1.1) 
0022-247X/88 $3.00 
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where y - x is the optical thickness, Q0 denotes the incident direction, and 
to the initial time. For example, the left-hand reflection operator p = 
p(x, y, t, to) satisfies an integro-differential equation of the form 
-~+p(x)~-a(x)~ 
0 
= a(x) + 4X)P + Pm) + PC(X)P, (1.2) 
where fl and 6 are propagation coefficients and a, b, c, d are bounded com- 
pact integral operators. For example, in non-stationary radiative transfer, 
[b(x) ,4x, Y, t, fo)l(Q) = j- Ax, Q, Q’) dx, Y, Q’, Q,, t, to) dQ’. (1.3) 
The integration is over the semi-solid angle, and p is the normalized phase 
function and likewise for a, b, and c. For details, in a more general case, see 
Wang [4]. 
The purpose of this paper is to find the physically meaningful mild 
solutions for p and more generally for S. Our method is based on construc- 
tion of the scattering operator S from propagation operator, ,!? (or s), 
associated with the unbounded generator, 
B(x);+h(J) 4x) 
M(x) = (1.4) 
-c(x) -6(x)-&d(x) 
This approach is different from that used by Kuiper and Shew 
[S, Sect. 21. Interestingly, the one-dimensional non-stationary case, i.e., 
u = u(x, t), was discussed by Wing [6] as early as 1958! A further challenge 
problem is the discussion of the solution of non-stationary transport in 
curved geometry. 
2. MOTIVATION 
The propagation operators 3(x, y) arising from the study of the split 
linear system 
(2.1) 
have an interesting geeral transport interpretation. Consider an abstract 
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two terminal device stretching from x to y, x < y, in a transport medium 
whose local scattering properties are given by the generator 
M(x) = B(x) A(x) -C(x) -D(x) > (2.2) 
(cf. C71). 
Each terminal has an input and output port as pictured. 
input f + 
output k + 
El 
+ h output 
+ g input 
x Y 
An initial condition at x is naturally split into an input-output pair (i). 
Then, using the propagation operator for (2.1), 
we have the input-output pair at y, given by 
(2.3) 
If $(x, y) is a propagation group, we denote 
pl=s= i p’ 
( 1 i z“ 
Of course, 3 maps an input-output pair on the right to an input-output 
pair on the left, 
(2.4) 
The cascading of such a device stretching from x to y, x < y, and another 
stretching from y to z, y d z, has the left to right propagation operator, 
~(x,z)=~(Y,4~(x, Y), (2.5) 
and right to left propagation operator, 
3(x, z) = 3(x, y) S( y, z). (2.6) 
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The fact that S(X, x) = I= S(X, x) means that a portion of the medium with 
zero thickness is transparent. 
From the propagation matrix, S, we may formally define an input-output 
scattering deoice, S, which would map the pair of inputs, fat x and g at y, 
to one or more output pairs as 
if and only if 
s(iJ=(3 
( equivalently S(:)=(i)). 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
It is well known that S is single value if and only if z’ is invertible, 
(equivalently iis invertible) (cf. [S]). Indeed, in this case for 
we have 
Further, in case the operator entries of M(x) are finite dimensional or 
bounded operators on a Banach space, we have 
and 
p’=A+Ep+pD+pCp, p(x,x)=O, (2.9) 
Sl=(i o”>+(o” FJs+s(i oD)+s(oc i)S~ (210) 
I 0 
S(x,x)= o I 9 
( > 
the operator Ricatti equations arising in transport and control theory (cf. 
c7, 91). 
3.. SCATTERING OPERATORS 
In this section, we consider the construction of scattering operators, S, 
from propagation operators S with generator M(x) of (2.2), where all 
409/134,1-12 
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entries are closed densely defined operators on a separable Hilbert space H, 
satisfying: 
(i) There is a Banach space Y, continuously and densely 
embedded in H with Yc Domain B(x) and Yc Domain 
D(x). Each B(x) and D(X) generate C,-groups of 
operators on H, and the families {B(x)} and { -D(x)} 
generate propagation operators on H, G,(x, y), G,(x, y) 
respectively with G,(Y) c Y and G,(Y) c Y. 
(ii) For each x, M(x) is closed densely defined, with Y@ Yc 
Domain (M(x)), and generates a &,-group on HO H, and 
the family {M(x)} is stable and generates propagation 
operators {S(x, y)} on HO H such that, 
(a) 3(x, y) is strongly continuous in x and y jointly. 
(b) 3(x, y)( Y@ Y) c Y@ Y. 
(c) For (f)~ Y@ Y, x<y, 
f -$3x, Y) k 0 
f 
=M(y) Qx, Y) k 
0 
. (3.1) 
Note. By (ii), 3(x, y) is invertible. Denote 3-l by 3. ,!? is the 
propagation operator generated by { -M(x)}. 
LEMMA 3.1. If M(x) satisfies condition (3.1) and A and C are compact 
valued continuous functions of x, then the operators p(x, y) and r(x, y) are 
compact operators on H. 
ProoJ Fix x>O and take y >x. From condition (ii), 
d f(x, Y) Ax, Y) 
( ) ( 
B(x) A(Y) 
dy Ttx, Y) 4-G Y) = -C(Y) -WY) )( 
t-b, Y) m9 Y) , 
JCGY) f(x, Y) ) 
(3.2) 
the derivatives being strongly continuous in y on B[ Y@I Y, HO H], thus 
-$4x, Y) = -WY) 4% Y)- C(Y) 9x7 Y) (3.3) 
is continuous in y on B[ Y, H]. The mild solution of (3.3) given by 
4x, Y) = Wx, Y) 4x, x) - s' G,(w, y) C(w) 9x, w) dw 
x 
thus corresponds to the solution of (3.1C), where {G,(x, y)} is the C,, 
propagation group generated by (-D(x)}. Taking the initial condition 
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4x, x) = 0 and letting f, be a weakly convergent sequence of points in H, 
we have 
J’x, y)fn = - 1’ Gz(w, Y) C(w) ik w)fn dw. 
x 
Since C(w) is compact, 
IIGz(w, Y) C(w) f(x, w)fn II H -+ 0 
for each w E [x, y]. Since G,( ., y) and i(x,.) are strongly continuous 
and C is norm continuous, the function G2( ., y) C( .) i(x, .)f,, is norm 
continuous, thus 
4% Y)f, -+ 0. 
Thus ?‘(x, y) is compact. Similarly, 6(x, y), p’(x, y), and 4x, y) are 
compact. 
LEMMA 3.2. Under the conditions of Lemma 3.1, t’ z’, i and i are 
Fredholm. 
Proof. Since {M(x)} generates a group 
%Y Y) with s-‘(x, y) = 3(x, y) 
we have 
I= ii+ bf, 
thus iidiffers from the identity by the compact operator $ It follows that 
i and i are Fredholm [lo]. Similarly, z’ and t’ are Fredholm. 
Note that since i is Fredholm, it has finite dimensional kernel and 
co-kernel and is “bounded away from 0” on the orthogonal compliment of 
its kernel. 
LEMMA 3.3. Under the conditions of Lemma 3.1, for each x, there exists 
E > 0 such that if x < z < y <x + E, then i(z, y) has a bounded inverse. 
ProoJ From (3.2) 
g 429 Y) = --D(Y) 42, Y)- C(Y) d(z, Y) 
with the initial condition i(x, x) = Z, the mild solution 
(3.4) 
ftz, Y) = GAG Y) - If Gz(w, y) C(w) P(z, w) dw 
‘7 
(3.5) 
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corresponds to the solution of (3.4), where G2 is the propagation group 
generated by { -D(y)}. S ince G2 and p’ are of exponential order and C is 
continuous, we see that 
lim IIG?(z, v)ll jy llG,(w, Y) C(w) d(z, w)fll dw = 0, (3.6) 
Y-+2 z 
independent of the choice off; /f/l = 1. But ifSo ker 4x, y), llfll= 1, then 
thus 
0 = GZ(G y)f- s’ GAw, Y) C(w) 6k w)f dw 
x 
1= llfll = 
II 
G;‘(z, y) I’ G,(w, y) C(w) AZ, w)j- dw z 
contradicting (3.6). Thus, there exists E >O such that for x< y<x+ E, 
ker <= 4. But the operator r’ is bounded away from 0 on the orthogonal 
compliment of its kernel. It follows that for x,<z < y <x + E that z(z, v) 
has a bounded inverse defined on all of H. Similarly for i ?‘, and i 
Summarizing Lemmas 1-3, 
THEOREM 3.1. Under the conditions (3.1) with C and A continuous (in 
norm) and compact valued, for each x there exists E > 0 such that for x < z < 
y < x + E we may define the bounded single valued transport matrix 
x-6 Y) = 
( 
t(x, Y) PC% Y) 
4x, y) dx, y) ) 
such that 
if and only if 
where 3 is the propagation group generated by 
M(x) = B(x) 4x1 -C(x) > -D(x) . 
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In the case of an unbounded generator, M(x), the operator valued 
functions, of Theorem 3.1, 
Pk y)=P(x, YW’(X, 4’) (3.7) 
and S(x, y) are considered “mild” scattering operator solutions to the 
Ricatti equations (2.9) and (2.10), which arise in a physically natural way 
from the regular solution, 3(x, y), of the linear system (2.1). In the case 
where the families, {B(x)} and {D(x)}, are strongly elliptic and stable 
Kuiper and Shew [S] obtained stronger regularity results for p and S by 
considering the operator 
K-+BK+KD, (3.8) 
defined on a dense subspace of the Banach algebra of compact operators. 
However, the physical interpretation is somewhat different than that in 
Section 2 because the local invertibility of i and f is not assured in [S]. Of 
course, in he case where M(x) is finite dimensional or bounded, p(x, y) 
and S(x, y) are regular solutions of (2.9) and (2.10). 
Related to regularity is the continuity of p(x, y), for fixed x and y, with 
respect to a perturbation of the initial condition p(x, x) = K at x. 
Physically, this would correspond to a “core” with reflection operator K 
instead of a “black core” with reflection operator p(x, x) = 0. In terms of 
the entries of S, the forward reflection operator of a transport medium with 
initial or “core” reflector K is obtained from the * product [7], and is 
given by 
P(K)=p(x, Y)++, y)W-4x3 y)K)-’ T(X, Y). (3.9) 
That the map P from B(H) to B(H) is weak operator topology continuous 
at K = 0 if T(X, y) is compact was shown by Krein [ 111. That r being 
compact is necessary for the weak operator topology continuity of P has 
been shown independently by Helton [ 123 in another context and by Shew 
[S] in this context. 
We have shown that the operator 4x, y) is Fredholm under the 
conditions (3.1) on the condition that A(x) and C(x) are continuous and 
compact valued. Of course i(x, y) remains Fredholm over any interval for 
which I~(x)),,~ is a stable family satisfying the above conditions. 
Assuming such stability for x > 0 we may partially extend the construc- 
tion of S, in the non-dissipative case (see Sect. 4) past the point 
z = g&(x 1 i(0, x) is not invertible}. (3.10) 
Let z<xO <x1 < ... <x, < ... be a sequence of points such that {M(x)} 
satisfies the above conditions on [0, x,] for each n. Define H, by 
H,I = @ (ker 2(0,x,)), 
i=O 
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where + denotes direct sum and 1 denotes orthogonal compliment. Since 
z’(0, x,) is Fredholm H,’ is finite dimensional and the restriction 
z’(0, x,): H, + z’(0, x,) H, 
has a bounded inverse. Thus, S(0, x,) can be constructed on all but a finite 
number of dimensions, and S is partially extended beyond the conjugate 
point, 2. 
4. NON-STATIONARY RADIATIVE TRANSFER 
As an application of the results of Section 3, we investigate the non- 
stationary radiative transfer of diffuse reflection and transmission as 
introduced in Section 1. We shall show, via Section 2, that the solution S of 
(2.10) is constructable from strongly continuous propagation operators 3 
and 3. 
Specifically, we consider 
-g;)=M(x(;) (4.1) 
with M(x) as in (1.4). As in Section 1, u = U(X, 0, t) and u = (x, Q, t). For 
notational convenience we supress the direction cosine variable, 0, and 
write u = U(X, t) and u = D(X, t). Then with x as the preferred real spatial 
variable we write U= U(X) and u = o(x), so that for each x, U(X) and 
u(x) E H = L’(R, X), where X= R”, C” or a separable Hilbert space. The 
functions a(x), b(x), c(x), and d(x) are compact operator (on H) valued, 
continuous in x in the uniform operator topology on B(H), and are related 
to the integration of normalized phase functions in radiative transfer as 
presented in (1.3). The operators 
and D(x)= -6(x); (4.2) 
in M(x) as in (1.4) are unbounded. Therefore M(x) consists of an 
unbounded part and a bounded part. Our analysis is based on the 
following observation. 
It is well known [13] that for each x, the operators B(x) and D(x) are 
closable (for brevity, we identify B and D with their closure), densely 
defined on H and generate C,-groups on H. Since /? and 6 are bounded 
and continuous, the families {B(x)},,, and {D(x)),,, are stable. Thus, 
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condition (3.1)(i) in Section 2 is satisfied. For each x, the operator M(x) on 
HO H is a bounded perturbation of the operator 
It is well known [ 131 that each E(x), and thus M(x), is closable (iden- 
tify E and A4 with their closure), densely defined, and generates a group on 
HO H. Since /? and 6 are bounded and continuous and the operator 
e(x) = b(x) 4x1 -c(x) -4x) > (4.4) 
is continuous in x in the uniform operator topology on B(H@ H), the 
family {Wx)),,, is stable. Typically, one takes the space Y to be 
where 
llfll r =IR (1 + 14’) [ kJR epi’“fb) ds]‘dz. 
Noting that Y is continuously embedded in Domain (a/at) (cf. [14]) and 
that Y is dense in H and that B, D, and A4 are identified with their closures 
we may take Y to be Domain (B) and Domain (D) and Y@ Y to be 
Domain (M). Since (M(x)j,,, is stable, conditions (3.1 )(ii(a)) and 
(3.1 )(ii(b)) of Section 3 are satisfied (cf. [ 151). It remains to show that the 
forward and backward propagation operators 2(x, y) and 3(x, y) so 
generated by M(x) satisfy the regularity condition of (3.l)(ii(c)) of 
Section 3, i.e., invariance of Y under 3 and 3 and the differentiability with 
respect o the second argument. 




( > 0 k’ 
then K is an isometry from Y@ Y to H@ H. Let 9’ denote the Schwartz 
class of rapidly decreasing functions at infinity (X valued). Then for 
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compute for each x, 
KM(x)K-’ C)--)(r) 
=KM(x)K-’ 1:-M(x) KK-’ 1 0 0 
= (KM(x)-M(x)K)K-’ 1: 0 
= (KE(x) - E(x)K)K-’ r + (Kc(x) -e(x)K)K-’ 1 
0 0 
. (4.5) 
Thus, for (;) E Y 6 9, and each x, 
KM(x)K-’ (;)=m$) + (L!?(x)-E(x)K)K-’ ,” 0 
+ (Kc(x) - e(x)K)K-’ ,” 
0 
. (4.6) 
Since p(x), 6(x), a(x), b(x), c(x), and d(x) are independent of t, and thus 
bounded continuous in t, and since K commutes with a/at, the operator 
actions on 9’@ Y determined by the commutators (KE- EK) and 
(Ke- eK) can be extended to bounded operators from HOH to HO H 
[16]. Since II(a/dt)(l- (a2/dt2))112(1 H < 1, and p and 6 are bounded 
continuous in x, and a, b, c, d bounded continuous in x in the uniform 
operator topology of B(H) we have by (4.6), for (E) E Y @ 9’ that 
where P(x)EB(H@ H) is continuous in the uniform operator topology. 
We extend (4.7) to YCD Y. Take (11) E Y@ Y and a sequence ($ E Y 0 Y, 
with (;;) + (;), in the norm of HO H. 
Then, for each x 
and 
in the norm of HO H. 
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Also, K-I(;:) -+ K-l(;), thus by (4.7). 
= K-‘KM(x)K-’ uk 
0 vk 
= K-‘(KM(x)K--‘) uk 
0 vk 
= K-‘(M(x) + P(x)) 





+ K-‘(M(x)+P(x)) ; 
0 
. (4.7) 
Since K-‘(;;)E Y@ Y and K-‘(;:)+K-‘(z) and M(x) is a closed 




Since (I) E Domain M(x) = Y@ Y was arbitrarily chosen, it follows that 
Ye Y c Domain(M(x) + P(x)), (4.9) 
thus by,(4.8) and (4.9) 
Domain(M(x) + P(x) + A)-’ = Domain K(M(x) + A) -’ K-‘. 
Thus, 
BY (4.9), 
Domain(M(x) + P(x)) = Domain KM(x)K-‘. 
KM(x)K-‘=M(x)+P(x), 
where P( * ) E B( H@ H) is strongly continuous (indeed, norm continuous). 
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Under this condition, the work of Kato [ 17, 181 (see [ 15, 
Theorem 6.3.7 J), assures that the propagation group 3(.x, y) associated 
with (4.1) satisfies the regularity condition (3.l(ii(c)), and the construction 
of the scattering operator S(x, y) follows the development in Section 2. 
Hence, we construct a physically meaningful scattering operator “mild” 
solution, S, for Eq. (3.10). In particular, with a, b, c, d, see (l-3), bounded 
compact integral operators we have the scattering solution for the non- 
stationary radiative transfer equation (1.2). 
5. A DISSIPATIVE CASE 
Let /I( ;)I/ and 11 (;)/I be the “energy’ for the input and outputs, if the out- 
put energy is always less than or equal to the input energy, the system is 
called dissipative. It is equivalent to the condition IIS(x, y)1j2 = 
S*(x, y) S(x, y) d 1. S is called ZocaZly dissipative (at x) if there exists a 
d(x) > 0 such that S(x, y) is dissipative for x < y Q x + d(x). 
THEOREM 5.1. Under the assumption of Theorem 3.1 and S locally 
dissipative the result of Theorem 3.1 can be extended to all finite y 2 x; Le., 
the solution for (2.10) exists for all Jinite y 2 x. 
Proof: The finite interval (x, y) is partitioned into x=x0, x,, 
x2, . . . . x, = y such that for all i, 
Xi+l -xi < Mim[d(x,), s(xi)], 
where s(xi) is as given in Lemma 3.3 and d(xi) is as in the above definition 
of locally dissipative. For convenience, let fi, si, and Si, etc., denote 
zt(xi, xi + Axi), si(xi, xi + Ax,), and S(xi, xi + Axi), etc. It follows from 
Lemma 3.3, ii E B( Y, Y) is nonsingular for all i and ti = i,:’ E B( Y, Y) is 
also nonsingular, and 
IJTi 11 2 = r*Ti > 0. (5.1) 
Since each Si exists and is locally dissipative, it follows that 
llri II G 1 and JIpi(J < 1, for all i. 
Furthermore, 
1 > sj*sj and 
Therefore, /ri 11 < 1 and Neumann series 
(5.2) 
E+ri+,pi+ ... +(rj+,pi)“+ ... 
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converges in norm, i.e., (E-ri+,pi)-’ E B[ Y, Y]. Hence, by the star 
product (cf. [7]), 
si* Si+l = stxi, xi, 2) 
we have 
T(x;,xi+*)=Ti(E-ri+~P,)’ ‘T,+I, (5.3) 
which is well defined as an element of B(H, H) and has bounded inverse 
Ti(xi, xitZ). Therefore 3(x,, x;+~) E: B[H 0 H, H @ H]. S(x,, x~+~) E 
B[H@ H, H@ H] and is a “mild” scattering operator solution of (2.10) 
related to (2.1) on the interval (xi, x~+~). By repeating, we have 9x, y) has 
a bounded inverse and result follows. 
The remainder of this section will apply the above theorems to the time- 
dependent radiative transfer equation (1.2). We shall establish the existance 
of a scattering solution based on a local dissipative condition obtained by 
the following analysis. 
Let us consider the generator for S, S?= (h O,)M, with M given in (1.4). 
We make the physically meaningful [73 assumption of local regularity for 
S, i.e., 
lim i (S(x + h, x) - E) = A(x). (5.4) 
n-0 
If s = ~(2, z + AZ) is locally dissipative at z, then for any input @ = (Z)h, 
@EY+Y, 
@*@>@*{E+ [fi(z)+fi*(z)] Az+O(Az)}@, (5.5) 
where the notation, $*AI(I, means (A+, $)H, and where ((O(Az)(( +O as 
AZ -+ 0 and A(z) is the adjoint of A?(z). Equation (5.4) holds for all AZ, 
therefore, 
0 2 @*[A(z) + G*(z)] @, (5.6) 
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Eq. (5.7) reduces to 
O>V [( -[$Rol ,;;(z))+e*(z)+e(z) @,] (5.8) 
(5.9) 
If the propagation constants B and 6 are independent of t, then (5.8) can 
be further reduced to the following strict energy dissipative condition 
0 > @*[e*(z) + e(z)] @. (5.10) 
It can be shown by reversing the above steps that (5.10) implies S is 
locally dissipative. Thus, we have the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 5.1. Zf S is locally regular and locally dissipative, then (5.6) 
holds; i.e., I%? is energy dissipative. 
LEMMA 5.2. Zf the conditions of Theorem 3.1, local regularity, and (5.10) 
are satisfied, then Eq. (1.2) has a “mild” solution related to (2.1) for allfinite 
y 2 x; i.e. the strict energy dissipative condition (5.10) implies the existence of 
a solution for all y 3 x. 
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